
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



www.cleverss.co.za

STEVE ENGLISH

steve@cleverss.co.za
083 269 5858

We understand that many store owners have not budgeted for our systems and therefore are going for
standard shelving because they feel it is cheaper, yet they are not understanding that our systems are not
comparable with shelving.

Our systems are merchandising systems and not just shelves that hold product. They add value and improve
e�ciencies in your business and more importantly increase sales.

Our systems have been used by numerous stores, from SPAR, to BP - Pick n’ Pay express, Sasol Bonjour,
Total, OK Foods, Fresh Stop and others being added daily.

Over and above the referral attached, over 60% of our customers to date have actually put pen to paper 
giving a good referral because they are happy with our system and their purchase.

The cost over a 1 year ROI per door on our Easy�ll backFill system, is around R34 a day and around R79 a
day for Turnloader coldFront . If your sales increase by as little as 6% you will easily recover the cost as 
well as on the packing time, which is up to 70% faster. Our average sales increase after installation 
has been around 12% 

 We now o�er a one year “*Rent to own” option with a deposit and 11 equal payments thereafter.

You can elect to pay it up in full earlier, with no charges or penalty and will then own the units. This is
because we have shown that the system will pay for itself from the day of installation. After it is paid 
o�, its extra pro�t in your pocket. 

We believe this o�er enables your business as a whole to transform  and for the store owners and managers
to have access to the latest technology without it impacting on their cash �ow.

Video’s of local installations are available at;

http://www.cleverss.co.za/videos.html

TurnLoader Ambient:   TurnLoader Multideck  MaxLoad cabinets 
https://youtu.be/9fcI1HlSwXo https://youtu.be/MMJRVdn5_lk https://youtu.be/eFNf-Ouu9bs
 

 

 

Get the latest technology with our
1 year “Rent to own” option



• Up to 20% extra facings per door
• Increase sales due to fronted products

• Insured stock rotation

• Aesthetically pleasing to customers and staff

https://youtu.be/EQCTKiiRzncVideo Link:

• Faster refilling times, 50 % - 70% faster

(usually 6% to 20%)
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easy�ll backFill

Sasol  Vaalpark
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Fresh Stop Monument Park
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easy�ll backFill



easy�ll backFill

    Old vs New. Our system adds up to 
20% more stock than existing shelves



Ambient

TurnLoader Ambient 900mm & 1000mm
  (Widths can be customised)



MD

   Turnloader MD 1240mm
Intermart So�o in Mauritius



ColdFront

   Turnloader ColdFront 1250mm sections
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 Allegro Vulstasie    Tel: 017 712 2911 

 Total Standerton     Fax: 017 712 6033 
Steers Standerton     E-mail: deplotte01@telkomsa.net 
         
      

 
To whom it may concern, 
 
We were approached by Ryan Scott from CSS Clever Shelf Systems in November 2017. We installed the Easyfill 620 
backfill merchandising system in our store.  
We have had the system in our store for over a month and are very happy with the system, in fact we are so happy 
we will be installing the system in a new store we are opening later on this year. 
Please feel free to contact me. 
Regards 
 
Hendrik Dippenaar 
0823098776 
Total Allegro 
45 Walter Sisulu drive 
Standerton 
 
 
 
       





WERNO CONSULTING T/A 
Caltex Waterfall Service Station 
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VAT 4820199638 
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16 April 2019 
 
RE: CSS SHELVING 
 
During February 2018 Caltex Waterfall was closed for a pump and tank upgrade. Our store was 
looking tired, and we decided to do the Freshstop upgrade at the same time. The upgrade did not 
include new shelves for our walk-in fridge, and I realized that upgrading the entire store and keeping 
old fridge shelves did not make sense. The walk-in fridge is such a huge feature of the store, and should 
be given just as much attention to detail as other display units. 
 
I requested Freshstop to refer me to their preferred supplier, and contacted Steve from Clever Shelf 
Systems. The shelves slope slightly forward towards fridge doors, and if loaded from behind, with 
attention to face the product label forward, your job is done once the fridge is loaded – providing your 
spacings are correct. Loading the fridge is a lot easier as you do not have to physically move product to 
the front. You also do not need staff checking the fridge constantly and to move product forward, so 
you don’t have gaps in the fridge. 
 
In a nut shell, our very old fridge looks much more modern, and neater than before. The product is 
always right to the front of the fridge, looking full even if there are some gaps at the back. It is also 
much less labour intensive to keep it looking neat and according to specifications.  
 
I am pleased that I have decided to install the Clever Shelve System. It was realy a worthwhile 
investment. It has made our lives so much easier, and it looks great. 
 
 
Erika Prinsloo 
Caltex Waterfall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




